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After all that has happened in his hometown of Boykins, VA. Tre is ready to move on and start fresh.
He's had more than enough of the constant drama and chaos that Boykins seem to filled with. So in
an effort to change and become a better man he relocates to Jordan City, VA but his baby mama
Kisha is not to thrill with the fact that she's been left behind. Feeling like he owes her for destroying
their family, she will do everything in her power to insure that the transition to a peaceful drama free
life is not an easy one.
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My goodness, this book went so fast. It could have been way longer than 100 plus pages but I loved
every second of the book. It's a bit depressing that Tre can't catch a break even though he is
maturing and growing. After this next installment I hope it's the last. The books are great but now it's
just going in a circle with the drama and death that all surrounds Tre. Also get a professional proof
reader, the typos take away from the book.

This book is a spin off of the popular serious Side Chic,(Side Chic has 5 complete books in the

series) Spoiler alert in Tremaine, When a Man's Fed Up , there is are major catastrophes that occur
at the end of the story. Tremaine's newest love interest Novie has a played out story line and that
made any scenes involving her very predictable and uninteresting to me.I did purchase the book
because I wanted to support La'Toyna because I loved everyone of the Side Chic books and also
because I wanted to get some closure on what was to become of Tremaine's life after the death of
Lala but La'Tonya unfortunately did nothing to move Tremaine forward and I got no closure
whatsoever. Perhaps the authors is gearing up for a sequel because of all of the stories lose ends
one will definitively be needed.

WHEEWWW!!!page turner Tremaine said he's tiered of non-sense and it goes to show that anybody
can changr if they want to...Novie needs help quick fast and a hurry, Nelle shes on an emotional
roller coaster just when i thought Mina change she probably just added fuel to Kisha fire while Kisha
was already mentallt breaking down only person thats really really gon suffer is Tremaine if Kisha
did the unthinkable to her and thems boys with him losing his father on top of that...was left on the
edge of my seat part 2 me please

Read this book in about 4 hours. Great job Ms. West and congratulations on your 20th book. I am
looking forward to this sequel and I hope the sequel will be longer than this book and that the sequel
will be available this year . I liked how Tremaine handled Novie. Tremaine also showed how much
he had grown by not asking or getting involved with Keisha's situation at Miss Lizzies (don't want to
give away anything). Will Tremaine find out about Mina and Parnell and how she added gasoline to
the fire, which resulted in Lala and Tyson's deaths? Will he find out once again Mina added fuel to
the fire with Keisha and Novie, which resulted in Keisha going off the deep end? How does
Tremaine afford to pay his rent and Keisha's and take care of 4 children? Does he have a side
hustle like Corey? When and WHY did Keisha lose her job? Will there be a Crazy In Luv 3 or are
you answering all the questions regarding Corey and Nelle in this series?

Omg this read was so good La'tonya you did that girl...I can't believe how pettey Kisha really are. I
mean I know that she was acting out cause she was hurt but for her to do them kids like that. And
Mina she just pisses me off that heffa is so cruel and she aint gon never change I hope karma really
comes back and bite her in the ass. After all that she then been through you would think that she
have learn down the line but we all knows that mina is going to be mina and I hope Tre finds out
everything what she have done you gotta exposed that to Tre in part 2 I can't wait til part 2 hurry

hurry La'tonya but I will patiently wait cause im ready to see what my boo thrill will be about. this
was indeed a page turner.

Kisha is headed in a tailspin while Tremaine "Tre" is trying to get his life back on track with his
children. Drama continues to plague him, but the latest events that transpired at the end of the book,
how will Tremaine overcome it all?This book was more of an addition to the Side Chic's series. It
wasn't really about Tre.It kept my interest, but at times, I was tired of Kisha and her drama, and the
story dragged a little..I would still recommend.

Could not wait fir this book to drop and now I'm mad that I finished reading it. Ms. West did her thing
once again! This book was ALL that and then some. Mina Mina Mina, mind your business, I thought
you learned that by now. She caused something in motion when she should of minded her
business. I hope Nelle is going to be ok and leave her trifling husband for good. Dang Kisha, she
was way worst off than I thought. I hope everyone will be ok in the next one, especially the boys. I
hope you don't have us waiting to long for the next part to this. GREAT book!MIAMOR

This book really had me on the edge on every page! Tre got some cool points in this book but he
also is in alot of pain I wanted to throw my phone too many times reading this but I'm Happy Tre
story was written it made you look at How females really act towards their kids father when you see
their trying their best I wish it had more stars because this book deserve it all!!
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